
Broxbourne Open Meeting - 8th August  

With only four Lightnings showing up at this particular event, at times it was more like match racing than an actual open 

meeting, but with light and fluky conditions throughout, except for a few sustained gusts in the last race, it was the combination 

of skill and light weight that seemed to count the most.  

In Race 1 there were no initial surprises as Caroline Hollier shot to the front followed by John Butler and Matt Pickett, with 

Graham Lazell a distant fourth. Graham eventually missed a mark and retired. The expected procession turned into quite a 

lottery as Matthew passed John Butler with ease and then set off after Caroline. On the third beat John Butler went left and 

Caroline and Matt went right and John passed both of them, and was able to open up at substantial lead which he then 

squandered on the downwind legs as excess weight told and the other two caught and passed him. On the next lap exactly the 

same thing happened, with Caroline and Matt going right again. John again went left and he came out top at the windward 

mark, only to be gobbled up downwind. The big surprise happened when Matt managed to squeeze past Caroline and pulled 

away to take the gun.  

After a break for lunch there were two further back-to-back races. Surprisingly John Butler lead round both the windward & 

turning mark before Caroline and Matt got him again on the subsequent downwind leg. After that they pulled away with 

Caroline taking an extensive lead over Matt and finishing first. Graham Lazell recovered from a poor start and relegated John to 

fourth and last. In another strange twist Graham headed off to the wrong mark leaving John in third place again and Graham 

never recovered even though he got close at the end.  

In the final race Caroline disappeared over the horizon from the start with Matt and Graham in a distant pursuit. Graham 

seemed to get the bit between his teeth and very quickly disposed of Matt both downwind and upwind, and showing surprising 

boat speed in the rising breeze, started to catch Caroline who seemed so far away as to be a shoe-in for first. On the final beat 

Caroline was forced to cover Graham very carefully, and kept enough distance between them to ensure that she took first place 

both in the race, and also overall.  

In a strange twist at the prizegiving the local race officials split Graham and John on Graham’s DNF discard from the first race 

rather than on the highest place finish to count, so John got presented with the 3rd place trophy even though in the corrected 

final results Graham was third. Johns penance for stepping up to collect the 3rd place trophy, in order to save embarrassment of 

the club officials, was the task of writing the race report. What goes around comes around... 


